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DO YOU BELIEVE IN DESTINY?
The Belmo story would not be the same if his path didn’t cross with Storm. For over 20
years they have formed a formidable team. Winning titles globally as an amateur and
then breaking records and setting the PBA Tour on fire together for over a
decade. The partnership between Storm and Belmo was not luck, it was their
FATE.
The partnership together changed the game of bowling. One changed the
game by making the greatest balls in the world and the other changed the
game with a new style of play – using two hands.
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Reacta Gloss™
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Sapphire

FLARE POTENTIAL

High

FRAGRANCE

Cherry Berry Smoothie

As each year comes, their partnership is about breaking barriers of the
status quo. Bringing new technology to the hands of the customers and giving Belmo an arsenal to
continue to set records that may never be broken on the PBA Tour. Fate is another piece of artwork
this collaboration has given to the world.
Compared to the Dual-Drive™, Piston™, and Piston™ LD, the F-8 Core in the Fate has been packed
with more differential than any previous Belmo ball before it. With those enhanced dynamics, the
Fate gives the player more recovery and hitting power than any previous collaboration. This newly
designed weight block was created to play multiple angles and have superior performance no matter
your rev rate.
ReX Pearl is making its triumphant return to the Fate. First seen on the Dark Code™, ReX is the
perfect mix of R2S™ and NeX™, literally! We’ve taken these acclaimed coverstocks and fused them
together in the lab to create something that gives all the midlane read WITH backend reaction one
could ask for. Thus, ReX a.k.a. “Reactor Extreme” was born.
It’s time to put your FATE in your own hands!
Storm – We are “The Bowler’s Company™.”

“It’s the ball you’ve been waiting your whole life for!”
– Jason Belmonte

